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Abstract

Determination of the heart rate recovery (HRR) after the session of a physical activity, represents the valuable parameter for the investigation of autonomic balance and its dynamic in the general population, but also in the population of elite athletes. However, the methodology for its determination and analysis is still not entirely specified. It is necessary to define an adequate protocol of cardiopulmonary exercise test, by choosing an adequate ergometer (treadmill, ergo-bicycle or step bench). Organization of recovery period (active or passive), after the session of exercise is also very important, because its protocol interfered significantly with the value of HRR. Interpretation of obtained HRR values varies a lot, and researcher has freedom to choose the most adequate way, in accordance with the objectives of his study. Following paper represents a short review of determination, interpretation and analysis of HRR, followed by the latest recommendations.
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Introduction

In recent years, determination of the heart rate recovery (HRR) after one session of the acute physical activity, represents a very powerful tool for the determination of the autonomic nervous system balance in the general population, but also in the population of elite athletes. The rapid recovery of the heart rate, interpreted through the high HRR value, indicates the high parasympathetic (PSY) tone, which represents a common finding in the population of elite athletes (1-3). Many studies have demonstrated that the drop in heart rate in the first minute of recovery (ΔHRR1) represents a good indicator of PSY reactivation (1, 4, 5). The delay in recovery of heart rate is associated with adverse cardiovascular outcomes and occurrence of insulin resistance (4, 6). On the other hand, faster recovery of heart rate suggests a positive adaptation to specific training load and also provides us information about athletes’ training status (7). Despite the increasing popularity, the methodology for determination and analysis of HRR is not entirely uniformed, and there is often the problem of comparing the results of different studies (8).
Cardiopulmonary exercise test in HRR methodology - opportunities and challenges

Analysis of several studies, in which HRR was estimated, have indicated that the first problem for the researches is the choice of an adequate ergometer. The use of a treadmill is most preferred ergometer for cardiopulmonary exercise test, followed by the use of an ergo-bicycle and step-benches (1-3, 8). All of the subjects have reached higher values of maximal oxygen consumption (VO$_2$ max), when treadmill was used as ergometer in comparison to the use of ergo-bicycle, which also led to the significant difference in HRR values (9). Although the use of a treadmill, shows the mentioned advantages, ergo-bicycle will be adequate choice when it is necessary for the subjects to remain as stable as possible during the cardiopulmonary exercise test (for example when echocardiography is performed). Beside the choice of adequate ergometer, the position of the subject during the test is also affecting the values of HRR, knowing that supine position accelerates HRR compared with the seated positions (10-12).

The estimated value of HRR is also determined by the level of physical activity used in the study Criteria, for the completion of the test: a plateau in VO$_2$max despite the increased exercise intensity; respiratory exchange ratio value (RER max) ≥ 1.10; heart rate within 10 beats of the age predicted maximum (220 – age) or volitional fatigue (3). The use of submaximal cardiopulmonary exercise test (for example, the cardiopulmonary exercise test ends, when the 80% of predicted maximal heart rate is reached) requires a different set of standards for the value of HRR, since the value of the heart rate at which testing ends, depends on the age of subjects (4).

There are different ramp protocols on treadmill used in studies, but the Bruce protocol remains the most popular. However, if the maximal cardiopulmonary test is performed, the protocol itself, does not influence the value of the HRR (13). On the other hand, the recovery protocol after the session of physical exercise, influences significantly the value of HRR. In some studies, the active recovery protocol is used, in which the subject, after the completion of the test, continues with low grade physical activity (walking on the treadmill with the speed of 4km/h). Subjects that preformed active recovery protocol have demonstrated lower HRR values in comparison to the subjects that had the immediate rest state after the maximal cardiopulmonary exercise test. A position that subjects occupy during the recovery period also affects the value of the HRR, with the faster recovery in the supine position (3, 8, 12).

Interpretation of HRR values

There is still no universal agreement about the most suitable method of interpretation of the heart rate recovery for the comparison of results obtained in different studies. The most commune is the interpretation of the HRR as the difference between maximal heart rate reached during maximal cardiopulmonary exercise test and the heart rate determined during the first, second or third minute of recovery (HRR1, HRR2, HRR3, respectively). HRR1 and HRR2 are widely used and validated through numerous studies as the adequate method for the interpretation of the autonomic balance (3, 14 - 16). Other method of heart rate recovery analysis includes the construction of HRR curve, using mathematical functions, such as exponential disintegration. The first order exponential curve represents an adequate parameter for displaying the dynamic changes in heart rate during recovery, but the complexity and time required for its development and interpretation, as well as the lack of validation through epidemiological studies, gives the priority to the HRR1 and HRR2 in the everyday clinical use (8, 17).

In the literature, there are different ways to interpret the value of HRR. In some studies, the HRR is presented as a continuous variable, while in others, subjects are allocated within the tertiles and quartiles based on the value of HRR (1,3,18). Within the epidemiological and clinical aspect, it is most important to define the value of HRR, that will indicate whether a subject is in a life-threatening condition or not. For HRR1, it is defined, that values lower than 12 min$^{-1}$ and even lower than 17 min$^{-1}$ represent the pathological finding, pointing to an imbalance of the autonomic nervous system. The degree of deviation of HRR1 value from the predefined cut off, is directly related to the frequency of adverse outcomes (8, 17).

Significantly higher values of heart rate recovery are observed in the population of elite athletes, compared to the general population (19, 20). The recovery of the heart rate is initially (during the first minute of the recovery) predominately conditioned by the activation of the parasympathetic part of the autonomic nervous system. Population of elite athletes is characterized with higher parasympathetic tone, so it is expected to find faster heart rate recovery in this population in comparison to the general population (1 - 3). However, in the population of elite athletes, we can observe significant differences in the heart rate recovery, caused by the type of physical activity performed by subjects. Elite athletes engaged with physical activity characterized by high dynamic component (cross-country skiing, marathon, basketball, cycling, etc.) express an increased parasympathetic tone and significantly higher values of HRR1 compared to the athletes engaged with physical activity, characterized by low dynamic component (gymnastics, martial arts, golf,
etc.). The most supportive hypothesis is that increased parasympathetic tone expresses a protective effect on the cardiovascular system, causing higher survival rate in the population of elite athletes (21). However, further investigation of this hypothesis is quite necessary.

**Conclusion**

Evaluation of HRR1 and HRR2 is a routine part of the cardiopulmonary exercise test. These parameters could be easily measured and they provide valuable information about the balance and dynamic of the autonomic nervous system. Depending on the needs of the study, researchers can present these values as continuous variables or within adequate percentile groups. It is necessary to deal with the standardization of the methodology (protocol of the cardiopulmonary exercise test and recovery protocol after the session of the physical activity), so the results obtained in different studies could be compared with each other.
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